Crossover model for the work of critical cluster formation in nucleation theory.
We propose a relation for the work of critical cluster formation in nucleation theory W for the systems with long-range interparticle interactions. The method of bridge functions is used to combine the system behavior at sufficiently small quenches, adequately predicted by the classical nucleation theory, with nonclassical effects at deep quenches in the vicinity of the thermodynamic spinodal, described within the framework of the field theoretical approach with an appropriate Ginzburg-Landau functional. The crossover between the two types of nucleation behavior takes place in the vicinity of the kinetic spinodal where the lifetime of a metastable state is of the order of the relaxation time to local equilibrium. We argue that the kinetic spinodal corresponds to the minimum of the excess number of molecules in the critical cluster. This conjecture leads to the form of W containing no adjustable parameters. The barrier scaling function Gamma = W/W(cl), where W(cl) is the classical nucleation barrier, depends parametrically on temperature through the dimensionless combination of material properties. The results for argon nucleation are presented.